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New York Philharmonic-Symphony Orchestra Will
Present Last Of Clemson College Concert Series
104 Piece Orchestra Will
Appear Here April 6
Tuesday night, April 6, at 8:00 o'clock, in the Clemson
College field house, the Clemson College Concert Series presents for its fifth and last concert of the 1953-54 series, The
Philharmonic-Symphony Orchestra of New York.

"Gosh!" That seems to express the feelings of
J. E. Brinkley (right) of Asheville, N. C, as he
and his 'old lady' M. T. Braid (second from
left) move into their room in the completed
section of the new barracks. Watching the
move are Col. R. J. Werner, Commandant,

(left); Mr.
__. Mickle, project manager for
Daniel Construction Co.; and Mr. W. A. Carlisle, architect of the firm of Lyles, Bissett, Carlise and, Wolfe. —See story on.page six.
(TIGER Photo
by Jack Trimmier.)

Four Banquets Will Be Held
Over April 2-3 Week-End
Junior-Senior, Scabbard And Blade, Taps 2,000 People
Banquets Are Set For Dance Week-End
The annual Scabbard and Blade Banquet, Junior-Senior
Banquets and TAPS Banquet will be held during the weekend of the annual Military and TAPS Junior-Senior Ball,
April 2 and 3.
,*
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ALPHAZETA

The fraternity of Alpha Zeta
Initiated sixteen new members
Into the fraternity at the formal
ceremony Monday, March 22. Immediately following the initiation
ceremony the initiates, student
members, and faculty members,
attended a banquet at Klutz's.
The "worms", who were taken in this semester, are one of
the largest groups in some time
to be selected for membership in
the national honorary agriculture
fraternity.
Selection for membership in
Alpha Zeta is based upon the student's scholastic and leadership
ability in the field of agriculture
during his undergraduate years.
The sixteen students initiated
Monday are: W. E. Smith, sophomore agricultural engineering
major from Rowesvilla; W. O.
Adams, senior agricultural engineering major from Cottageville;
A. D. Owens, senior agronomy
major from Greer; D. B. Anthony,
sophomore poultry major from
Greenville; H. R. Corbitt, senior
vocational agricultural education
major from St. Matthews; C. E.
Woodall, junior vocational agricultural education major from
Marietta; W. C. Mangrum, senior
agronomy major from Franklin,
Tennessee, and C. L. Mullwee,
senior vocational agricultural education major from Cowpens.
Also, R. A. Jameson, animal
husbandry ' senior from Liberty;
R. M. Buck, Jr., animal husbandry sophomore from Mt. Pleasant; M. R. Fralick, dairy sophomore from Bamberg; H. L. Miller, animal husbandry senior from
Campobello; J. A. Salters, animal husbandry senior from Trio;
J. H. Easley, animal husbandry
senior from Rock Hill; B. F. Dobson, animal husbandry senior
from Duncan; and T. J. Shirley,
L" pre-vet junior from Townville.
Following the initiation in Long
Hall, the entire group moved to
Klutz's for the annual fraternity
banquet in honor of the new
members. Mr. Ben E. Goodale,
an alumni member of Alpha Zeta,
spoke to the fraternity members
on the history of the fraternity
and some of the ideals which its
members should strive to uphold.
Attending the banquet were
4wo out of town guests who
were visiting on the campus. Dr.
H. C. M. Case, who is head of
the agricultural economics department at the University of Illinois, came as the guest of Dr.
G. H. Aull, head of the agriculture economics department here.
Dr. Alvin Lee from the Administrative Office of the Experiment
Stations, Washington, D. C, was
the guest of Dr.' O. B. Garrison,
director of Agricultural Research
in South Carolina.

On Friday evening, April 2 at
7:00 o'clock, the Scabbard and
Blade Banquet will be held in the
Sabre. Room of the Clemson House.
The banquet will be highlighted
.with a speech by Mr, Hugh Meglone Milton, II, Assistant Secretary of the Army Manpower and
Reserve Forces, of Washington.
All Clemson seniors, members of
the Freshman Platoon, Pershing
Rifles, and Executive Sergeants
Club, military staff, the college
trustees, deans, and directors will
be guests of the college, and their
dates or wives are invited to the
banquet. The dress for the banquet will be formal and all cadets
attending the banquet will be required to wear the uniform that is
prescribed for the dance. Tickets
will be sold by members of the
Scabbard and Blade and the price
of the tickets will be $2.00 per
person.
Following the Scabbard and
Blade Banquet, at 9:00 p. m., the
Military Ball will be held in the
Field House. Tony Pastor and his
fourteen piece orchestra will furnish the music for both the Military and Junior-Senior Ball. During intermission, the honorary cadet colonel and her staff will be
selected. The senior cadets with
the rank of first lieutenant and
above will be eligible for their
dates to be chosen for the honorary cadet colonel.
Professor John D. Lane will be
after dinner speaker at the annual
Junior-Senior Banquet in the College Mess Hall, April 3, at 6:30 p.
m. Since the TAPS Junior-Senior Ball will begin at 8:00 p. m.,
it is imperative that those attending the banquet be in the Mess
Hall by 6:30 p. m. All Juniors and
Seniors who are attending the
banquet are urged to check their
company bulletin boards for the
seating arrangement in the Mess
Hall. The dress for the banquet
and dance is informal and students
may wear suits or sport coats and
(Continued on page 6)

Clark Winner of
Danforth Summer
Fellowship Award
Niles C. Clark, Jr., animal husbandry major of Walterboro, has
been announced winner of the
Danforth Summer Fellowship for
Juniors. The second place winner
is Chauncey D. Smith, Jr., dairy
major of Spartanburg, and third
place winner is Reuel McCleod,
animal husbandry major. These
men were chosen on a competitive
basis of grade point ratios and
extra curricula activities in ths
field of poultry, dairying, and animals husbandry.
The Danforth Leadership Training Scholorship for Freshmen
will be'awarded to Benjamin T
McDaniel, agriculture major of
Pickens.
Carol E. Brown, animal husbandry major, and Richard A. McKellar of Ashebofo, N. C. were
selected as second and third winners.

Visit Barracks

College officials estimated
that between 1,500 and 2,000
persons inspected the new ?4,590,000 barracks at Clemson on
Sunday, March 21.
This was the last chance that
visitors had to go through the
barracks before the cadets
moved in Monday afternoon and
Tuesday, March 22 and 23.

The 104 regular playing member New York Philharmonic-Symphony Orchestra is the oldest orchestra in the United States and
the third oldest in the world. It
began its first concert December
7, 1842, with 63 members by playing the Fifth Symphony of Beethoven, "still accepted as the
mighty keystone of symphonic
music."
In the first 26 years
the Philharmonic never gave over
five concerts a season. Today the
Philharmonic - Symphony, whicn
represents a merge in 1928 of the
New York Philharmonic and the
New York Symphony Orchestras,
presents well over 100 concerts in
its regular winter season in Carnegie Hall. For a number of years
the Philharmonic-Symphony has
been adjudged the most popular
orchestra on the air, and its Sunday afternoon subscription concerts have been broadcast from
Carnegie Hall by the Columbia
Broadcasting Company since October, 1930.
During its history, the Philharmonic-Symphony, now under the direction of Dimitri
Mitropoulos, has been conducted
by many famous and wellknown conductors. Included in
these are Arturo Toscanini, Leopold Stokowski, Artur Rodzinski, Bruno Walter, Leonard
Bernstein, Sir Thomas Beecham,
Howard Barlow, Walter Damrosch, and Serge Koussevitzky.
Dimitri Mitropoulos, "Greek by
birth, American by adoption, and
international in fame and interest"
became conductor of the Philharmonic-Symphony in 1950 and

musical director in 1951. He was
born in Athens in 1896 into a family of priests and monks. In his
own life only the call of music
proved stronger than the call of
the Church.
At seven Dimitri started the
study of piano, at twelve he entered the Athens conservatory,
and at fourteen he began to compose. In 1919, at the age of 23,
he wrote an opera and immediately after its successful presentation, he received a scholarship
from the city of Athens to go to
Brussels and study under Paul
Gilson. From there he went tc
Berlin and in 1921 he was appointed repetiteur and assistant conductor of the Straatsoper. Three
years after this he accepted the
posty of conductor of the Athens
Symphony ajid Director of the
Athens Conservatory.
Mitripoulos made his international debut with the Berlin
Philharmonic in 1930 and in
1936 he came to America to conduct a pair of concerts with the
Boston Symphony. After conducting a few concerts with the
Minneapolis Symphony the same
year, he was offered the post of
conductor, which he accepted,
in 1946 he became a citizen of
the United States and in 1949
he became one of the New York
Philharmonic - Symphony's two
regular conductors with Stokowski.
Among other honors Mitropoulos has received the order of officer in the French Legion of Hon(Continued on Page 5)

The New York Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra, Dimitri Metropolis, musical director.

Nominations For
Bi-AnnucJ Engineering .
Mother Of The Year
Fair To Open April 9
Contest Now Open
Any Clemson student may submit a nomination for "The Clemson Mother of the Year" to Phil
Porcher from now until April 8.
Students who plan to submit a
nomination are asked to write up
a brief life sketch of the mother
telling why they believe she
should be "The Clemson Mother
of 1954". The selection of the
mother is made by Tiger Brotherhood, sponsor of the distinguished
mother.
Last year's choice was Mrs. B.
D. Cloaninger of Lyksland, S. C
The Clemson Mother is invited to
Clemson for the Mother's Day nctivities and presented to the cadet
corps at the afternoon parade:

Tau Beta Pi And School Of
Engineering To Sponsor Fair
The bi-annual engineering fair, under the auspices of the
Tau Beta Pi, and the School of Engineering, will be held at
Clemson on April 9, 10, and 11.

E ELECTED
TO HEAD TIGER
Jesse A. White, pre-medicine
junior of Greensboro, N. C, was
elected president of Tiger Brotherhood, honorary service fraternity,
at a meeting held in the Tiger
Brotherhood room, Tuesday night,
March 23.
The other officers include Joe
Bowen, arts and sciences sophomore of Villa Rica, Ga., vice-president; Framp Harper, textile manufacturing junior of York, secretary; and George Buck, architecture junior of Columbia, treasurer.
Jim Spangenberg, minister to
Baptist students, was re-elected
faculty adviser and J. B. Gentry.
Jr., associate professor of vocational education, was elected coadviser to the organization.
The retiring officers of Tiger
Brotherhood are Joe Lindsay,
president Jerry Hammett, vicepresident; Jack Sherer, secretary;
and Phil Porcher, treasurer.

New Members For
The '54 Freshmen
Platoon Are Chosen
An architect's rendering shows three units of the proposed agricultural center at Clemson. In the left foreground is the food
industry building and at the right is the plant and animal

science building. In the background are the eight greenhouses
with the laboratory and control building in the middle.

Bids On Construction Of New
Agriculture Center To Be Opened
Bids for the construction of the
proposed agricultural center at
Clemson will be opened tomorrow
morning, March 26, at 10:30 in
the college auditorium.
' It will not be certain just how
many of the eight projects contained in the center will be built
until the bids are opened. This
construction was originally planned to be financed through the
sale of bonds totaling $4,000,000,
but a later ruling of the State
Supreme Court' reduced the bond
issue to $3,100,000. The bonds will
be repaid with student tuition fees.
The seven projects include a
food industry building, a plant and
animal science building, an animal
pathology building, a dairy research barn, an addition to the
present agricultural engineering
building, greenhouses and poultry houses.
When completed, this agricultural center will enable the college
to better its education of students
and its service to the people of
the state through vastly improved

teaching and research facilities. It
will also help the agriculture of
the state to keep pace with its
rapid industrial advances.
Major structures of the center
are the food industry building and
the plant and animal science
building. The former, designed
by the architectural firm of Hopkins, Baker and Gill of Florence,
will contain 50,000 square feet in
one story to be used for research
and food processing for dairy,
meat, poultry and farm products.
The plant and animal science
building will present an entirely
new conception in educational dosign. Planned by the architectural
firms of Lyles, Bissett, Carlisle
and Wolff of Columbia, it is a two
story building, almost square, containing 175,000 square feet of floor
space. There will be offices around
the entire perimeter with a hall
and an inner core of classrooms,
laboratories and research space.
Since there are no windows opening to the outside, all lighting will
be of an artificial indirect type

and the entire building will be
air conditioned.
Directly behind these two large
buildings the new greenhouse
area will be located. Six existing
greenhouses will be moved and
renovated and four new ones w'th
a laboratory and control building
will be added. This location will
make the facilities of the greenhouses much more convenient tJ
faculty and staff members who
have offices in the larger structures.
An addition to the present agricultural engineering building
containing 9,000 square feet is also
planned. All of this construction
so far mentioned will be built on
the same site near the agricultural
engineering building and the old
horticultural grounds. The other
four projects will be located over
the campus.
An animal pathology building
of 5,500 square feet will be located
just off the Anderson highway to
house research in animal diseases
and veterinary work. The dairy

research barns will be built in t'le
land use area near Fant's Grove
There will be one large barn of
6,700 square feet and three smaller ones of 3,600 square feet each
The last project consists of four
poultry houses and a small storag;
barn to be built at the present
farm.
Water, steam, electric, telephone
and sewer lines are already being
run to the site on the old horticultural grounds since it was found
to be much more economical to
put in these utilities in conjunction with those of the new dormitory project now under construction.
Any of these eight projects
which cannot be built at this time
will be put aside for future consideration when more funds are
available. The executive committee of the board of trustees will
meet immediately after the bid
opening to consider the situation
and award the contracts for that
portion of the work which can be
financed at this time.

After two eliminations, the 1954
Clemson Freshman Platoon has
been chosen. On Tuesday afternoon, the group held its first
practice and selected a leader and
assistant leader from the junior
class.
J. R. Underwood, vocational
agricultural
education
major
from Walhalla, was chosen to lead
the platoon with C. H. Ferguson,
textile manufacturing maior from
Great Falls, assisting. The following men were chosen from a
gvoup of ove~ two hundred freshmen participating in the eliminations that endeH ]?st Thursday.
R. L. McAli.ster V. S. Browning. E. W. Holt, S. R. Moore, J.
B. Duffie, R. C. Phillips, R. S.
Parker, D. K. Fraley, F. L. Irvin. D. M. Fox worth, J. C. Strickland, J. B. Caughman, J. C.
Keaton, G. H. Lambert, N. R.
Workman, R. W. White and R.
E Bryson.
Also D. E. Tfnnery, W. R.
Wactor, J. W. Dunn, L. E. Sherman, B. A. Platt, S. L. Owens,
T L. Gait, P. W. Stokes, B. G.
Besson, R. T Brown, K. J.
Locker, W. L. Norton, J. L. Brantl<y, R. E. Brunson, J. L. Cromer,
H. G. Brown, F. J. Prosser, A. P
Collins, B. S. Wilson, J. P. Wilson, D. P. DuEose, M. K. Richardson, S. C Gambrell.
Also T. T. Shirley, L. B. Driggers, R. N. Chastain, R. A. Turner J. W. Wright, A. D. McTeer,
J L. Donnan, R. E. Abercrombie,
r
W Mathews and G. A. Nasworthy.
The Freshman Platoon is spon(Continued on page 6)

The fair is held every other
year at Clemson to give the visiting public an idea of the progress
made in engineering, the new
principles being employed, and
numerous other activities of the
engineering profession.
The faculty advisor for the
fair is Dr. J. H. Sams, Jr., general chairman is S. B. Murphree,
Jr., secretary is J. H. Sams, III,
and treasurer, H. B. Ratterree.
The committee members for the
coming show are:
Registration: Faculty advisor,
D. W. Bradbury; J. E. Gause,
and J. T. McCarter.
Printing and Publications: Faculty advisor, W. L. Ball; J. W.
Mclntyre, M. J. Wase, E. A. McCormac.
Exhibits: Faculty advisor, W.
G. Hudson; H. C. Humphries, M.
R. Reese.
Publicity: Faculty adviser, John
Califf, J. E. Dempsey.
Twenty-two years ago, on May
6, 1932, the engineers and architects of Clemson College presented a combined show and pageant
depicting the history and progress
of engineering and architecture
from its very first stage up until
the present day.
The engineering exhibits, under the direction of Dean Earie
as faculty chairman and Cadet
W. W. Thomas as student .chairman, were opened at twelve noon
on May 6 and continued until
eight o'clock, when in the College
Chapel, the architects presented a
pageant of engineering and architecture that showed in life and J
in color, some of the outstanding J
milestones of progress in this '
world of ours in the fields of engineering and architecture.
The show was enthusiastically
received by the two thousand people who passed through the doors
of the Engineering Building.
On May 22, 1933, the exhibition,
boasting many new exhibits and
(Continued on page 5)

Glee Club To Give
Concert- Series
In Month Of Aoril
The Clemson College Glee Club
under the direction of Hugh H
McGarity, Associate professor of
Music, will give a series ot concertos during the month of April.
On April 8, the Glee Club will
perform at the Walhalla High
School and on the following evening at Lander College, Greenwood, S. C. On April 22, the organization will present its annual
spring concert at the College
Chapel with the South Carolina
Federated Woman's Clubs as ita
special guests.
On April 27, the Glee Club will
make its first appeoj-°'>-~» -* ""a.
throp College, sponsored by the
Winthrop Music Club.

NOTICE
TAPS payments may be paid
any niffht after 7:00 o'clock in
the TAPS office in the basement
of Seventh Barracks.
Students are urged to makt
payments as soon as possible.
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TALK OF THE TOWN

Cadets Must Not Abuse

The Citadel BRIGADIER Praises
Senior Platoon's Mardi Gras Display

New Living Quarters
THE moving job is now underway.
The students have
started the initial move into the new barracks. Daniel Construction Company has come a long way since the
first bulldozer appeared on the campus back in September. The men on the construction job have worked long
and hard to give the boys a chance to move into the new
barracks on schedule. Only a portion of the job is completed now, but the end is in sight.
We, the Cadets of Clemson, will have to do our own share
in the building program. The new facilities cost over four
million dollars and aren't to be abused. We have something of which we can be proud. Let's do our best to take
care of the new building ... its the only one we'll have for
a long time to come.
We have a magnificent building, and it is something of
which we can truly be proud of. The building will last
only as long as WE, the residents take care of it.

When We Were Young
By JOE McCOWN
TEN TEARS AGO:
The Clemson Foundation * Fund
had approximately $52,000 in its
treasury, according to an announcement made by the Foundations Board of Trustees. Included in this amount was a sum
of $18,000 which was to be used
for the education of the children
of Clemson men killed in World
War Two.
The Educational Fund was donated by 190 Clemson men who
represented all but five of Clemson's graduating classes.

THIRTY YEARS AGO
The Tiger baseball team came
out second best in two games
played with the University of
Georgia. Georgia scored nine
runs in the first inning to win
the first game 19 to 5, and won DON'T GET ME WRONG, BUT
the second game by an 11 to 4
margin.

The Tiger swimming team set
three state records in winning, its
second consecutive state title. The
Clemson team scored 54 points,
while Furman and Presbyterian
scored 30 and 23 points, respectively.
Clemson's baseball team split a

The Agricultural Commission
of the American Bankers' Asso
ciation held their annual meeting
at Clemson. The commission,
in cooperation with delegates
from the South Carolina Bankers' Association, met to work out
a state program for the following
year.

double-header with Duke's Blue
Devils. Duke won the first game
5 to 4, and Clemson won the second game 10 to 5. Duke used
three pitchers in each game.

LITTU MAN ON CAMPUS

by Pick Bibler

Furman PaperComments on Editorial;
Series of Articles on USSR To Start
By Alan Cannon
THE POT AND THE KETTLE
Last week there was an editorial in the
"TIGER" reproaching the cadets for their
behavior at the Junior class follies. This
week in the "Furman Hornet" the following article appeared:
"The following article was carried in the
March edition of the TIGER, Clemson College student newspaper:
'When the term Country Gentlemen was
first applied to the Clemson cadets, one of
the backbones incorporate of the statement was courtesy. This is still the main
objective of the tutoring that the student
of Clemson College receives.

"Have to give th' ole boy credit for "trying" to pep up a mighty
dull course."
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us to correct our short-comings without any
help.
PERTINENT INTERVIEW
I took a walk through the new barracks
last night (Monday, 22) as the troops moved
into their new rooms. I talked to a few
of these students and I recorded some of
the interviews to give in brief. Most of
them were excited and eager to talk and
give their impressions. They would point
to the new heating system, the lavatory,
the clothes lockers, and the plate glass window that stretches the entire length of one
wall. Most of them could not decide what
they liked best about the rooms. One of
them told me, "There's so much that could
be said about the rooms that I don't know
where to begin—It's going to be like heaven
living here."

This was not so evident at the Junior class
follies given at the Chapel. There was
ah undercurrent of restlessness running
through the students and the only release
it seemed, lay in the rude noises that were
prevalent throughout the program.
If AN EDITOR'S VIEWPOINT
there is one thing that a college should
Next week the TIGER is going to start a
teach their students it is the tolerance of
series of articles concerning seven college
another's opinion or ability. Programs such
newspaper editors' reaction to RUSSIA.
as the Junior class variety show should be
The editors took a trip over to the land of
attended with the same attitude as one
Vodka this past Christmas. One editor,
would attend the concerts. These are preDean Schoelkoph of the University of Minsented for the student's benefit, but the
nesota Daily, has compiled his reactions instudent should keep in mind that the perto six Associated College Press releases.
formers are due a certain amount of courtThey make interesting reading.
esy that will enable them to give a better .
performance.
If we are to maintain the
CHEAPER BY THE TANKFUL
name of Country Gentlemen, we should
Archie's Richfield gas station has agreed
strive to follow more closely the principles
to give a 10% discount off on all gasoline
set up in the name Country Gentlemen.'
purchased by the tankful during the dance
It is with great deal of pride that we
week-end, provided a student has a dance
are able to say that there was no misconticket. He is also offering a $11 gas ticket
duct at the Furman Follies last Saturday
for $10 to all dancers. If you're economynight, or at any other production at which
minded (and who isn't) be sure you take
Furman students are present. Never have
advantage of this offer. This offer was
we heard any reports of disorderly conduct
made possible through the efforts of the
on the part of' Furman students. As we
Scabbard and Blade.
have remembered in the past, let us remember in the future, that we are from
YOU'VE PROBABLY SEEN THEM
Furman. The influence a student receives
A few students are currently modeling
here is sufficient to be a constant reminder
a new uniform coat that may possibly reof courtesy. We are glad we go to Furplace the present- blouse. You might note
man, and we are glad we know how to bein particular the jacket that ::The Parson"
have in public'
is wearing. It's black flannel and is cut
The above editorial was written for the in the Eisenhower fashion. For my money,
TIGER in hopes that the students would it's the best.
take ndtice; however, it was not written to
be reprinted in other college newspapers. JOKE
It was not intended that the article become
A frustrated man—An Australian who
a device in the hands of other schools that
has
a new boomerang and trying to throw
wanted to compare student behavior of
their own schools. In so many instances his old one away.
the conduct of this school cannot be compared with the conduct of students of other
THOUGHT FOR THE WEEK
schools because of Clemson's all male stuGet a date, it's not too late (for the dance
dent body. In my opinion the article should
that
is).
not have been reprinted. I hope that in
the future other college papers will allow
NITE SCOUTS

By Carroll Moore
THE CITADEL PAYS ITS RESPECTS
that the Clemson Drill Platoon and the
The following article was copied from other students here at Clemson may see
THE BRIGADIER, The Citadel's college just what another school thought of the
newspaper: "In a recent issue of the platoon's performance. It is a commendaCharleston News and Courier, a picture tion that we should all appreciate and be
and caption on the Clemson drill platoon proud of. Thank you, Citadel.
were carried concerning its trip to the DANCE NEWS FROM WINTHROP
world-famous Mardi Gras festivities. THE
I was glancing through THE JOHNSONBRIGADIER wishes to extend its congratu- IAN, the Winthrop College newspaper, and
lations to the men of the platoon and also noticed an article tagged, "Dance Ticket
the school authorities who made the trip Poll." I read on and discovered that the
possible. Obviously evident is the tremen- young ladies at our "Sister School" seem
dous amount of publicity not attainable by to be having the same trouble with dances
regular appearances at local football games that we are, and are trying to overcome this
and parades.
problem by including the cost of the dances
The Clemson drill platoon is really some- in the tuition.
The recent poll taken at
thing to see, as you will remember from Winthrop showed that 78.4 % of the stuthe Tiger-Bulldog football classic of the dents desired to make this change into the
past season. Their stunning military uni- tuition cost. (Clemson's recent poll showed
forms and flawless rifle manual made for that 92.5% of the students here desired
a once-in-a-lifetime display of precision dance expenses be included in the tuition).
marching. Being from a military school
THERE IS STILL TIME
ourselves, we well know the amount of TO GET THAT DATE
work required to perfect such maneuverThe final big dance of the year is just
ing, and the Clemson brass is to be com- one week away, so time is running short
mended for not permitting the drill and the for you boys that have yet to get a date.
men's hard work to go unwarranted, un- You had better get on the phone or get
noticed, and unrewarded. After all, what those letters moving if you want to take
would be the sense in having a drill pla- part in one of the biggest dance week-ends
toon of such a high calibre and letting it that Clemson has ever had.
rust due to lack of public appearance and
Seriously, I can't ever remember any
praise?"
dance week-end that has had as many ban"The snap of the Clemsonites is undoubt- quets, intermission parties, and other acedly due to motivation. Motivation in this tivities scheduled on the campus as this
case refers to the element which makes dance has.
fourth-classmen dream of winning a place
ROOM SITUATION—CRITICAL
in the platoon the first day they set foot
Finding a room for a date next week-end
on the campus. Clemson plebes no doubt might be a bit of a task unless the students
have visions of performing before 60,000 get to work on it. At the present time,
cheering people at Yankee Stadium, and there are no plans for vacating a barracks
strutting amidst the ear-deafening applause as it will put many of the students out
of hundreds of thousands of Mardi Gras without a place to 'stay. A committee has
celebrants. With motivation like that, it's been working for the past three weeks tryno wonder that the Clemson team is Good!
ing to secure rooms for the students' dates
They dream about, work for, and GET the and have met with some degree of success,
best. They deserve it too! Any group of but it appears that there will be a great
men that practice incessantly in their spare shortage of rooms before the dance weektime are deserving of any and all rewards end arrives. My advice to you is to start
heaped upon them."
looking for a place to keep your date right
"So once again, let us congratulate those away. Check by the student government
hard-working men of the Clemson drill room and see if there is a room available
platoon, one of the nation's best."
and if there isn't, begin your own search.
This article was reprinted verbatum so Th^ committee has done its best.

■

DSsc-o-Pation

Stan, "The Man" Kenton has
disbanded—only "for a few weeks
though. After his closing concert
date in Los Angeles and a few
recording sessions at Capitol, the
band decided to call it quits and
take a nice long vacation on the
west coast. Stan is to use his vacation time to visit relatives, write
some more music for his band arid
also help out Duke Ellington with
his band. Sounds like a busy vacation. With a little time to write
music, Stan should have some new
compositions on wax for us in the
near future.
Duke Ellington's so-called economic emergency was solved bv
the Kenton "vacation" in that the
two bands were merged under a
joint leadership. The featured soloists in the aggregation will be
Ray Nance, Conte Condoli, Juan
Tizol, Frank Rosolino, Jimmy
Hamilton, Zoot Sims and Harry
Carney. Arrangements will be
Gerry Mulligan, Duke Ellington,
Shorty Rogers, Billy Strayhorn,
Bill Russo and others. Stan will
play piano on the numbers that
the Duke conducts, and vice versa.
This will solve the situation
which, at times before, left both
bands pianoless.
The diskeries not only make
available "Music to Read By" and
"Music to Make You Misty," but
two recent releases help yoy to
"Relax and Live" or allow you to
indulge in "The Passions" This
latter set is by Les Baxter and his
orchestra with vocals by Bas Sheba. The "Relax and Live" set was

By Bill Caughman
released by the Speech Arts Studio
on which David Ross' "rich, soothing voice will automatically put
you into the proper receptive
mood as you put the art of relaxation into practice."
R. C. A. Victor, in the meantime, has put out an album entitled
"The Power of Positive Thinking"
by Dr. Norman Vincent Peale. It
is rumored that, talk is going
around in the pharmaceutical circles that records may soon replace
aspirins.
I doubt if you would need an
aspirin after listening to Doris
Day sing What Every Girl Should
Know. As usual her soft, convincing phrasing and style is tops, and
in this case, along with a fine song.
It's a much better one than on the
flipside, Lost in Loveliness from
the movie "The Girl In Pink
Tights," which sounds to be a little jerky in dynamics.
Another pretty tune from the
same movie is My Heart Won't
Say Goodbye as sung by Tony
Bennett. It's nice, but even nicer
is the bottom half of this dies—
There'll Be No Tear Drops Tonight. Its a hillbilly song sung by
Tony with a jazz feeling and with
a real beat. A great deal of help
in this rendition is offered by the
fine orchestra of Percy Faith.
Here's a little item I found in
the March 24 issue of "Down
Beat" magazine that might be of
interest to you platter fans, and 1
quote: "The multiple-speed problems of the harassed record buyer
have at last been solved with the
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complete elimination of all 45 and
78-r. p. m. records and the resumption of -production of the
seven inch, three-minute LP. This
means that every kind of recorded
performance now will be available on a single speed, 33 1//3 r.
p. m., in every length up to one
hour. LPs and 78 albums have
been consigned to limbo and
three-speed players no longer will
be necessary. The saving to the
public, computed in both financial
outlay and psychological depreciation, is estimated at $1,000,000,000
a year."
You still haven't heard Jackie
Gleason's album entitled "Tawny?"
You're -missin' sumpin'.
Actually, only one-half of the album is the ballet, "Tawny." This
ballet was written by Jackie himself and performed on his TV show
and is very nicely done by his
big orchestra. The ballet is In
four movements, the first of
which, called The Girl, offers a
very pretty theme. The next,
The Boy, gives forth with some
mean, bluesy, blasting brass. The
third, The Dance, is strictly ballet,
but good, and the fourth, The Affair, is typical Gleason in a pretty
mood. The other half of the alum, is made up of four standards.
Little Girl, with a very nice slow
tempo, I Cover the Waterfront,
Some Day and If I Had You. Each
of these four features the smooth
trumpet work of Bobby Hackett,
similar to the previous Gleason releases.

A Word To The Wise
By Jerry Hammett , Cadet Chaplain
"Thou shalt not make unto thee any gra- shipped, because He is the Maker of all
ven image, or any likeness of anything that things.
How often do we find ourselves woris in heaven above, or that is in the earth
shipping material things, such as money
beneath, or that is in the water under the
and the things that money can buy? I read
earth: Thou shalt not bow down thyself to an article not long ago in one of the school
them, nor serve them: for I the Lord thy papers of one of-more prominent girl colGod is a jealous God, visiting the iniquity leges. The article worried me to a certain
of the fathers upon the children unto the extent. It dealt with what a girl considthird and fourth generations of them that ered a "gentleman." The writer stated that
the true gentleman should place GIRLS, in
hate me;" EXODUS 20; 4-5.
I simply do not
After the comments that I received on general, on a pedistal.
\
the last article, I have come to the conclu- agree.
If we think about the laws of physics, we
sion that I had better change my style. I
know that everything that goes up must
like my hair.
If you are still with me I would like for come down. In this case, I believe the deus to think for just a rninute of the differ- cline would be made faster than the ascenences between love, honour, and worship. tion when we realize that no mat ter how
I know we have all ready "Love thy neigh- lovely girls are, they are still just human.
for as thy self," "Honour thy father and If you will take time out and read "She
thy mother," but never have we seen any- Was a Phantom of Delight," by Wordsthing pertaining to our worshipping them. worth, you will see that it expresses whj
God Almighty is the only One to be wor- I'm trying to say.
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Marian Year
Tour Offered

that Willie (Firebug) Counts biggest;
—;
on the campus.
-OSCAR S< o
must be off room arrest for he
that George (hell bent first ser(Oscar) saw him going to a bargeant) Bennett is pulling for high
becue last Saturday night.
-OSCAR SAY!-.
rank. You'll be lucky if you get
don't get excited. There aren't senior private.
two Bob Cunninghams on the
that Jerry (Captain Nose) Stacy
campus. One of them is Dick McMahon. He (Oscar)- says that if is having trouble seeing past his
you look close you can tell the nose, too. Don't feel so bad, Ambrose.
difference.

Scabbard & Blade Sponsors

A special Marian Year tour for
all college students, sponsored by
Fairfield College Preparatory
School, Fairfield, Conn., has been
announced by Ray McCarthy,
president of the Catholic Travel
League, 1841 Broadway, New York
City. The tour departs from Nfw
York on July 6.
The tour will be under the personal leadership of Rev. Thomas
J. Murphy, S. J., of Fairfield College. Visits to Rome and the
world-famous Shrine of Our Lady
of Lourdes will be special highlights of the tour. Reservations
and inquiries are being received
by the Catholic Travel Leagu-;,
1841 Broadway, New York City.
The 50 day tour visits seven
countries—England, Holland, Germany, Switzerland, Austria, Italy,
and France.

<>Sj< »■? s*vs
that Staw (20 year man) Carliki
that Mitch (the leech) Togovdoes not work here. College is his
ski hasn't changed. You're still
career.
the biggest bum on the campus,
-ORrAF SAV8
slob.
that Bill (Fat Boy) Yancey was
—OSCAR SAYS—
showing off down town. Give UD
that Johnny (body beautiful) and Bo home, you boob.
Greene and Jerry (the slouch)
-OSCAR SA NS—
that Ruddy (the bear) Adams
Jackson had better stay away
from Anderson. You won't al- doesn't get around much any more.
What's the matter?
Got your
ways be able to run, cowards. »
thoughts in Chicago?
—OSCAR SAYS—
The Mu Beta Psi is presenting
that Charlie (Frankie told me
-OSCAR SAVSthat the stink weed of the week its annual night of music tonight
so) Ferguson and Jelly Belly Hope
at 6:30 in the college chapel. This
are about tied in the race for the goes back to Frankie Webb.
year they are featuring an 18 piece
band composed of members from
Art Watson's band, the Jungaleers,
and the Blue Notes, featuring such
BIBLE STUDY GROUPS
personalities as Donnie Block on
The Y. M. C. A. is planning a trumpet, Art Watson on sax, Jerry
E'ible study program for as many
Powell on guitar, and Charlie
of the students as will enroll. The
Ritchie
on bass.
"Y" plans to invite each of the
Some
of the numbers to be
campus
ministers
to
lead
a
Bible
Colonel Lloyd H. Tull, professor
of air sciences and tactics, an- Study group. The groups will played include: Little Brown Jug,
nounced today that five awards meet on the respective company Moonlight Seranade, String of
are to be made available this se- halls and others on neighboring Pearls, all which were arranged
halls will be invited to attend. A
mester to the Air Science Cadets.
by Glenn Miller; Gene Krupa's
The awards, with the academic few laymen will also be used in
Leave Us Leap; and the Stomping
and military requirements for these group discussions.
The Gospel of Mark has been at the Savoy arrangement by Billy
each are as follows:
A number
The Society of American Mil- selected for study.
Mays.
itary
Engineers
Engineering of copies_of these are available in
Also, When Love Goes Wrong,
the
"Y"
office.
Award.
Boogie Blues, The Mole, Tenderly,
and Dixieland arrangements.
The student must be a junior or VESPERS
senior, majoring in an engineering
A group from Winthrop Colcourse other than textile of agricultural engineering, be in upper lege presented the Sunday night
1/4 of his engineering class, and vesper program at the Y. M. C.
air science class, and be recom- A. on March 21. A lar.^e crowd
mended by the PAS&T and his attended. Miss Nancy Merchant
Dean as the outstanding engineer- presided over the program and
The spring meeting of the
ing student eligible for the award. Miss Ann Faulkenberry served
Southeastern Section of the
The Armed Forces Chemical as pianist.
Association Annual Award.
Talks were given by Betsy American Society for EngineerTo qualify, the student must be Putnam, Anne ^-.-hcirix and ~u- ing Education meets in Raleigh,
a junior majoring in chemistry or lia Gervais. Louise Jordan gave N. C, on March 25-27, and a
chemical engineering. Scholastic the prayer and benediction, and number of the staff members in
standing is a primary considera- Mrs. Esther Coulange of the Win- the School of Engineering are
tion, also leadership ability and throp Music Department, pre- planning to attend.
participation in student activities. sented special music.
Those planning to attend InRepublic Aviation Award.
clude Dean J. H. Sam<:; Pro"es>-or
The student must be an Air
Last Sunday, a deputation from J. E. Shigley of the Drawing and
Force Science IV Cadet who is Seneca presented the afternoon Design Derjartment, who wiii prefully qualified and has applied for vesper program. The Rev. Clyde side at a meeting of the Drawpilot training, and must have the Plexice gave a talk on "The Re- ing Division; Professor E. F.
most outstanding a b i li t y and sponsibilities and Privileges of Byars of the Mechanics and hyachievement in the advanced Modern Youth." Next Sunday, draulics Department; and Procourse of air science.
Calhoun-Clemson
High School fessor C. E. Littlejohn of the
Consolidated Vultee Corpora- will present the program.
Chemical
Engineering Departtion Annual Award.
Wednesday night, the ministe- ment; Professor J. L. Edwards
The award is a model aircraft rial students in Wesley Founda- of the Mechanical
Engineering
of the Consolidated Vultee Air- tion presented the program. Next Department;
craft Corporation of San Diego, Wednesday night, the Rev. ElAlso Professor M. W. Jones of
California, and will be presented ford Haynes, Negro minister from the Electrical Engineering
Deto the outstanding /FROTC stu- Seneca, will speak to the Foun- partment; Professor D. W. Braddent. The model and certificate dation on "The Race Question."
bury of the Drawing and Design
will be forwarded direct to the
Department, who will lead a disPAS&T, together with the seleccussion of one of the subjects-of
tion criteria for the award.
the meetings; Professor J. D.
Air Force Association Silver
Glenn of the Civil Engineering
Medal.
Department,' and Professor Geo.
The student must be either a
B. Nutt, head of the Agricultujunior or senior, with the followral Engineering Department, who
ing factors receiving consideration
The South Carolina Camellia will present a paper on "Agriin the percentage indicated' acade- Society held a general business
cultural
Engineering
in
the
mic grades—30%; air science meeting at Clemson, last Saturday
Southeast."
grades—30%; character, leader- afternoon, March 20.
The papers on Thursday will
ship, student and activities—40%.
The program included a tour of
deal primarily with
research
the Camellia Test Garden, which
problems and those on Friday
is located at Clemson, a demonwill deal primarily with teaching
stration in grafting camellias, and
problems with considerable disa panel of experts answered quescussion of curricula in Aeronautitions on cultivation of camellias.
cal, Architectural and AgricultuMonday, March 22
A number of camellia blooms ral Engineering.
4:00 p. m.—UDC meeting; home were on display in the Clemson
The session on Saturday mornof Mrs. B. H. Stribling.
House after the tour of the Test
7:00 p. m. — Forum Club; 205 Garden
was
concluded.
The ing will include reports of the
Chemistry Bide.
blooms were put on. display by of- various committees and a disTuesday, March 23
ficers and directors of the society cussion of the revhion of the
Constitution and By-Laws of the
7:30 p. m. — Citizens' Education and from camellia nurseries.
Southeastern Section.
Center classes.
About 300 representatives of 24
7:30 p. m. — Jaycees; Farmers'
pus Churches.
Hall, Pendleton.
8:15 p. m.—Laicos Club; Clemson colleges in the Southeast are ex7:30 p. m. — Tiger Brotherhood;
pected to attend.
House.
Tiger Den.
Wednesday, March 24
6:30 p, m.—Church night for Campus Churches
108 NORTH MAIN STREET
8:00 p. m. — Gershwin Festival;
COMPLETE OUTFITTERS TO MEN
Fourth number on Clemson ColYOUNG MEN AND STUDENTS
lege Concert Series; Field House.
GREENVILLE
SOUTH CAROLINA
General Admission $2.00. Tickets may be secured in President's Office.
Thursday, March 25
11:00 a. m.—All calendar notices
Gulfpride Motor Oil — — — — — — — — — Washing
should be turned in to President's Office.
Gulf Anti-Knock Gasoline — — — — Greasing
7:00 p. m.—Clemson Lions Club.
LOCATED ON SENECA HIGHWAY
8:00 p. m.—Clemson Bridge Club;
Clemson House.
Sunday, March 28
2:15 p. m.—YMCA Vesper Service; Group of students from
Seneca High School in charge of
program. (Tentative).
6:10 p. m.—YMCA Vespers presented by delegation from ErHOME RUN
HAMBURGER STEAK
skine College.
Monday, March 29
7:30 p. m.—Meeting of Blue Key.
TRIPLE
,
CHEESEBURGER
Tuesday-Thursday, March 30, 31
and April 1
8:15 p. m.—Clemson Theatre ProDOUBLE
HAMBURGER
duction of "Harvey".
Wednesday, March 31
6:30 p. m.—Church night for Cam-

Last week 218 sophomores in the Army ROTC unit at
Clemson took the general classification test which is being
given to all Army ROTC cadets in the United States.
Prior to the summer of 1953, no
critera had been established which
would provide a standard for comparison of ROTC students with individuals in the officer candidate
program in the Army. As an experiment, a general classification
test was administered to 15,426
students from class military colleges and civilian colleges.
A score of 115 has been determined as equivalent to aptitude
area I, score of 110 and a score
of 115 which constitute minimum
eligibility requirements for applying for admission to the Officer
Candidate School.
Results of this test indicate that:
a substantial number of ROTC
graduates are being commissioned
who would not be eligible to apply for Officer Candidate School.
A need exists for critera which
would produce a comparable
standard for the ROTC and OCS
programs. This has been accomplished by requiring a minimum
score of 115 on the ROTC qualification examination as ah entrance
requirement into MSIII effective
with the beginning of the 1954-55
academic year.
The following were the results
of a nation wide test: 15,529 students were tested and 3,123 made
a grade of 114 or below, that is,
20% did not qualify under the Officer Candidate School standards.
The classification tests will be
graded by the South Carolina Military District Headquarters, and
Col. Werner stated that the sophomore students will be notified before the semester is over concerning the results of the test.
Those sophomore Army students
who do not meet the requirements
will be exempt from the draft as

Night Of Music
To Be Presented
By Mu Beta Psi

5 Awards Made
Available To Air
Force Cadets

Clemson Teachers
To Attend Spring
Meet In Raleigh

Meeting Of South
Carolina Camellia
Society Held Here

This Week

STONE

BROTHERS

TURNER'S SERVICE STATION

FREE TO BASEBALL PLAYERS

FANT'S CAMERA
SHOP
Everything in
PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES
ANDERSON. S. C.

DAN'S

OPEN 11 A. M. TO 12 MIDNIGHT

Sophomores Jake Army
General Classification Test
Garland Duvall
Wins Prize In
Essay Contest
Garland W. Duvall, textile manufacturing junior of Cheraw, has
been announced as one of the ten
prize winners in the essay contest
sponsored by America's Textile
Reporter, and endorsed by the
American Textile Machinery Exhibition Committee.
The ten winners, one from each
of the schools comprising the National Council of Textile Education, was held in connection with
the American Textile Machinery
Exhibition which will be held
April 26-30 at Atlantic City.
• There were 400 textile students
competing in the contest. The essays were written on the subject
of "Why Textile Management and
Pepsonnel Should Attend the
American Textile Machinery Exhibition of 1954".
Duvall will receive $100 and an
all expense trip to Atlantic City
as guest of the Exhibition Committee on "Textile Career Day",
Wednesday, April 28, when special
attention will be devoted to the
students in attendance.
In addition, each of the ten
school winners become eligible for
the first prize of $500.
long as the student remains In
good standing with the college
scholastically.

BILL MARTIN HEATING CO.
Heating and Air Conditioning
Sponsors for members of the Scabbard and
Blade are: (first row, left to right) Miss Nell
Blanchard of Augusta, Ga., for J. T. Gibbs,
commander; Miss Janet Alexander of Brunson
for W. F. Webb, executive officer; Miss Betty
Phinops of Williamston for B. K. Chritzberg,
second lieutenant; Miss Joy Weldon of Ninety
Six for W. L. Bross, first sergeant. (Second
row, left to right) Miss Mildred Roberts of
Bamberg for W. W. Bellamy; Miss Betty Jean
Dyar of Anderson for C. B. Bragham; Miss
Anne Sparks of Spartanburg for J. E. Dempsey;

Visiting Dean Gives
New Ideas For Frosh
WATERVILLE, Me.—(I. P.)—A
new approach to the perennial
problem of freshman adjustment
was recently tackled at Colby
College with the help of Professor
Theodore M. Greene of Yale University, Dr. Greene, a philosophy
professor, deplored the "typical
freshman indoctrination" to college in an address here last spring
and suggested at that time a
Freshman Convocation.
"We fail to use imagination to
get inside the minds of the newly
arrived freshman," he charged.
"We tend either to lecture at them
or to shake their hands and pump
them full of ice cream. There
ought to be a time for the beginning of the kind of mature conversation which . . . four years of
college ought to mean."
The Convocation, held last
month, in Dr. Green's words was
"to give the freshman an opportunity to find himself as an individual and, in so doing, to adjust
himself and accept the responsibilities of college life." In his
three-day visit, Dr. Green addressed an All-College assembly, spoke
informally at classes, before fraternities, conducted Chapel and
was featured in' the Freshman
Convocation meeting and panel
discussion.

and Miss Carol Brugh of White Plains, N. Y.,
for J. E. Duffy. (Third row, left to right)
Miss Effie Lou Hawley of Florence for G. B.
Edwards, Miss Anne Barwick of Sumter for.H.
C. Humphries, Miss Bobby Ligon of Anderson
for C. M. MeClure
and Mrs. Sam Murphree,
Jr., of Troy, Alabama, for S. B. Murphree, Jr.
(Fourth row, left to right) Miss Joan Frierson
of Summerton for J. W. Phillips; Miss Alma
King of Greenville for T. R. Rosamond; and
Miss Frankie Maddox of Anderson for R. L.
Squires.

Bill & Hallie's Drive - In Restaurant
SHORT ORDERS
SANDWICHES
—Open 24 Hours—
21-2 Miles Out of Clemson on Seneca Highway

408 N. MAIN STREET

.

ANDERSON, S. C.

HEYWARD MAH0N CO.
—Greenville—

QUALITY CLOTHING FOR
YOUNG MEN
Clemson Headquarters in Greenville

ITS ALL A MATTER OF TASTE
^^^^

riggr**

heftt

So«t

When you come right down to it, you
smoke for one simple reason ... enjoyment. And smoking enjoyment is all a
matter of taste. Yes, taste is what counts
in a cigarette. And Luckies taste better.
Two facts explain why Luckies taste
better. First, L.S./M.F.T.- Lucky Strike
means fine tobacco... light, mild, goodtasting tobacco. Second, Luckies areactually made better to taste better . X
always round, firm, fully packed to draw
freely and smoke evenly.

hMffSEfi'*"
the tot*'

So, for the enjoyment you get from
better taste, and only from better taste,
Be Happy-Go Lucky. Get a pack or a
carton of better-tasting Luckies today.

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS AT

CLEMSON T
MARCH 25 - 26
A first run Paramount Picture,

"SANGAREE"
Arlene Dahl, Fernando Lamas
FRIDAY, MARCH 26TH—

"RAWHIDE"
Tyrone Power - Susan Hayward
SATURDAY, MARCH 27TH—
DOUBLE FEATURE

"TOO MANY GIRLS"
Lucille Ball, and Ann Mllier
AND "RAWHIDE"
Sunday Vespers presented by
Erskine College in 'Y' Auditorium at 6:06. Afternoon program
presented by students from Calhoun-Clemson School. Splendid
programs were presented by
Winthrop March 21 and by Coker College March 14. See news
article for additional write-up.
MONDAY, MARCH 29TH—

"ACROSS THE WIDE
MISSOURI"
Gable and Hodiak
TUESDAY, MARCH 30TH—

"TAKE THE HIGH
GROUND"
R. Widmark, E. Stewart
Apri. 4. — Agnes Scott College
for 'Y' Vespers, (tentative)
Apr. 11 University of Tennessee.

LUCKIES TASTE BETTER

CLEANER,
FRESHER,
SMOOTHER!

Bruce Cannon and "Doc" Morgan, two prospective Tiger hurdlers, get a few pointers from
Alan Mason, sophomore hurdler from Green-
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ville, South Carolina. Mason lettered in this
event last year as a freshman. (TIGER Sports
Photo by Jack Trimmier.)

Cecil Kirby. Clemson top contender in the weight department,
rolls the discus in expert form while practicing for the coming
schedule. The Tigers meet Furman University in their first dual
contest April 7, in Greenville. (TIGER Sports Photo by Jack
Trimmier.)

Flying over the bar in a recent practice session
of the Tiger cindermen is Allston Mitchell,
junior of Greenville, South Carolina. Allston,
the top Tiger contender for this event, tied for

the Southern Conference high jump title in
1953. (TIGER Sports Photo by Jack Trimmier.)

Bengal Cindermen Priming For Furman Meet
Tiger Bosebollers Split
Two Gomes With Florido
The Clemson College baseball team, on tour in Florida
for the first seven games of their 1954 schedule, eked out a
close fought pitchers' duel with the University of Florida on
Monday by a score of 3-2, and then lost a wide open sluggers
contest by the count of 10-9 on the following day in the sec
ond game of a two-day doubleheader with the Gators.

Lettermen To Lead Tigs Tiger Linksmen Clemson Riflemen
In First Meet Of Year
Top Roosters At Place Seventh In
As time draws near for the opening meet of the 1954 track
season, Coach 'Rock" Norman's charges have been working
relentlessly to round themselves into shape for the coming
season.

Boscobel Course 3rd Army Area Meet
Coach Bob Mootman's Clemson Tiger linksmen swamped the
University of South Carolina
golfers 20-7 in a drizzling rain
at Boscobel Lake Golf Course
Tuesday afternoon.
The Bengals lost two matches,
and tied one, but won the remainder to come out on top of the
Gamecocks.
Medalist for the afternoon
was Clemson's Leonard Yaun,
defending state collegiate champion, who, despite the wet
condition, shot a par 72 for the
Boscobel course.
Summery:
Leonard Yaun (C) defeated
Eddie Piquet, 3-0; Bob Boswell (SC) defeated Carr Larisey, 3-0; Yaun and Larisey (C)
defeated Piquet and Bos well,
3-0; John Woodward (C) defeated Ralph Irick, 3-0; Roy Owens

Captain J. K. Tate, coach of the
Army R. O. T. C. Rifle Team, recently announced that the Clemson Army rifle team placed sev- <
enth in a field of 35 contestants
in the annual Third Army Rifle
match.
Out of a possible 8000 points,
the Tiger shorpshooters collected
7002. By finishing in the upper
third of the colleges in the Third
Army Area, the Bengals gained a V
spot in the National R. O. T. C.
Rifle Match.

If weather permits time trials
to be held, Coach Norman will
take a mile relay team and AllBy FRANK ANDERSON
ston Mitchell, high jumper, to the
Monday's Game
Tuesday's Game
—WIN A FEW; LOSE A FEW
Florida Relays Saturday, March
Florida's Gators jumped on
Clemson's diamond Tigers nip27.
The Clemson Tiger baseball team, on tour in Florida for
ped an eighth inning rally by Flor- Clemson starter Gene Compton
The first duel meet for the
ida's Gators at two runs and went in the third inning Tuesday af- a seven-game spree, began their season victoriously by
Tiger
cindermen w-ill be March 7
The Clemson Tiger golf team
on to win their first '54 contest by ternoon, scoring seven big runs
edging the University of Florida Gators by a score of 3-2. against Furman University in began its season with a victorious
a close 3-2 score.
in that frame, and went on to
Clemson's sensational strike-out
At press time the Bengals had just been defeated by the Greenville, South Carolina. Coach note last Monday as the Bengals
king, junior, Billy O'Dell, had a defeat the Tigers 10-9.
Norman figures to carry an in- trounced the Presbyterian Blue
Clemson hopped to a quick same team 10-9.
3-0 shut-out going into the bottom
fSC) flef--t»d Ned Thornhi'!,
experienced but potentially strong Stockings 19%-fft at Boscobel
of the eighth inning. The Flori- 3-0 lead in the top half of the
2-1;
Woodward and Thornhill
In the first contest there was a total of 8 hits with the team to the meet.
Lake golf course.
dians suddenly sprang to life and first inning, but Florida came
tied Irick and ^,.cis, llA-llAl
Led by 11 returning lettermen
pounded two runs across the plate back with two in their half to Floridans collecting five of these. The second contest feaThe Presbyterians collected their
Bill Johnson (C) defeated Boband an array of new prospects, points on '-a's scored by Mays and
with nobody out.
by Ferrell, ZVi-Yi; Am Eastermake the scoreboard read 3-2, tured a total of 24 hits, 13 of them collected by our oppothe Bengals hope to better the 3-4
by (C) defeated Bubber BrunCoach Bob Smith then called on Clemson.
Odom, and by a double composed
nents.
son, 3-0; Johnson and Easterby
record posted by last year's of Dodson and Mabe.
sophomore fireballer Leonard
Neither team tallied in the sec(C) defeated Ferrell and Bran"Pencil" Humphries, who prompt- ond, but the Tigers shoved two
Billy O'Dell did not limit his talent to pitching on Mon- tracksters.
Summery: Yaun (C) 2\«, Mays
son, 3-0.
ly put out the fire by setting the across before the Gators shelled
Tops of the returning letter- (P) k; Larisey (C) VA, Odom (P)
next three Gator stickmen down out their big seven-run third. day, as he also led his Bengal teammates in hitting by bangmen are 6 high point men from H; Yaun and Larisey (C) 3, Mays
in rapid succession.
Clemson tallied once in the fourth ing out a triple, the only extra base hit of the contest.
and Odom (P) 0; Woodward (C)
previous seasons.
O'Dell allowed five hits in his and twice in the fifth to make
3, Dodson (P) 0; Thornhill (C) 3,
Allston
Mitchell,
a
junior
seven - inning stint. Humphries the count 8-9 Florida going into
Hitting in the second contest proved to be more vicious,
Mabe (P) 0; Woodward and
wasn't touched for a safety in fin- the eighth.
G r e e n v i I le , perhaps Thornhill (C) 2%, Dodson and
Sporting Goods
Hardware
with the Bengals being led by sophomore catcher, Bobby from
ishing the last two frames.
The Bengals didn't scratch in
brought as much publicity to Mabe (P) %; Johnson (C) 3, FosANDERSON,
S.
C.
the
eighth,
but
the
Gators
pushed
the
Tiger
tracksters
as
anyone
Morris, who collected a triple, a double, and a single, for
Bobby Morris caught the entire
ter (P) 0.
game for the Country Gentlemen. their tenth tally across the plate five times up to the plate. Shortstop Barry Crocker was on last year's squad. Last year
as a sophomore, Mitchell tied
Larson went the route on the in their half.
The Tigers made a determin- not far behind Morris as he collected three singles for five with Bob Shankle of Duke for
mound for Florida, and allowed
the Southern Conference high
the usually powerful Tigers but ed effort to tie up the game times in the batter's box.
jump title. He will not conA CAMPUS-TO-CAREER CASE HISTORY
three hits. Bylick was his bat- when behind 8-10 going into
the ninth. One Bengal tally
tery mate.
In the pitching department, "Fireball" Billy O'Dell, al- fine his talents to the high
Clemson drew initial blood in was mustered, but Florida re- though recovering from a practice injury, traveled seven jump this year, as he plans to
enter the comietltion in the
the fourth inning when first base- liefer nipped the Tiger rally at
man Dick Swetenburg walked, ad- this point. The game ended innings for the Bengals in the first contest before being broad jump and hurdles. '
As a freshman two years ago,
vanced, and scored on a drive by with Florida on top 9-10.
Clemson starting pitcher Comp- relieved by sophomore sensation Leonard Humphries, who Buck George was high point man
»econd sacker Roy Coker.
ton was relieved . in the hectic
The Tigers added two more in third by Leonard Humphries. saved the day by sitting down the Gator batsmen one, two, for the Bengals. This year the
the sixth when Swetenburg again Humphries, making his second re- three in the eighth inning when they looked as if they had "Catawba Clipper" hopes to make
a comeback in the dashes, broad
walked. O'Dell rapped a scream- lief appearance in two days, held
caught fire.
jump, and javalih.
ing triple scoring Dick, and Billy
the Gators pretty well in hand
followed him across the plate on the rest of the way.
Gene Compton toed the rubber for the Country Gentle- Alan Mason reigns supreme ovan error by the Gators.
er the prospective hurdlers in the
Compton was credited with the
Florida got their two runs af- loss as he walked two before al- men in the second game until the third inning when he Tiger fold. Last year, while onter a scoreless .seventh. Neither lowing two singles in the third. stepped into trouble. Again Humphries was called on to ly a freshman, Mason piled up
many points for the Bengals.
team mustered a tally in the ninth. Bobby Morris handled the Benlift the Bengals out of the depths of defeat. This time he
In the weight division, the
Swetenburg drew four walks gal catching chores.
best prosrect is Cecil Kirby, a
Touchberry started on the came a little late as the Gators topped the Tigers 10-9.
In four trips ^to the plate and
junior from Sumter. Kirby letscored two runs. O'Dell's triple mound for Florida and lasted
News from Brent Breedin, Clemson sports publicist, tells tered last year as a sophomore,
was the game's only extra-base four innings. Dickey relieved him
not placing under first or secblow. Coker and Gaines got in the fifth, and Bailey took over
us that Florida has possibly one of the strongest hitting out- ond except in one meet. He
Clemson's other two hits. Flori- for him in the seventh. Bailey
possibly will try his hand at
da's hitting was divided between took credit for the win. Jaffe fits that the Bengals will run up against this year.
caught the whole game for the
five players.
This early loss to Florida, however, does not take any skin the discus this year.
Coach "Rock" Norman considClemson's fielders committed Gators.
Catcher Bobby Morris and off of our noses. It wont take long for the Bengal base- ers Albert Cory one of his best
three errors, while the Florida
glovemen were guilty of two mis- shortstop Barry Crocker led ballers to get the feel of the contest, after a few months bets this year in the dashes, mile
Clemson in the hitting departcues.
layoff, and this does not have any effect on our chances relay, and broad jump. Looking
EMMETT SMITH, E. E., '50, never
Florida
ABKHPOA ment. Both men rapped out at the Atlantic Coast Conference Championship and pos- especially good on the hundred
heard of telephone traffic work, but
three for five, but Morris inyard dash last year as a freshwhat he saw of the job intrigued him.
Haddock, If
4 1 1 2 0 cluded a double and a triple. sibly a NCAA berth.
man, Cory scored 20 points for
Horenvein, 2b
4 0 I 3 3 Roy Coker also had a triple for
He explains how it worked out.
the
Bengals.
Clark, 3b
3 0 1 1 3 the Tigers.
—GOLFERS INITIATE SEASON WITH A BIG BANG
(Reading time: 40 seconds)
George Buck, a junior from
Simpson, rf
3 0 0 2 0
Haddock with a homerun, HoColumbia, will return in the 440
Emmett Smith supervises operation of this training
Bilyk, c
3 0 15 0 renbein with a triple, and Pesce
If the first two watches indicate what to expect of the yard dash. He will be traveling
switchboard, which he originally helped to design.
Legano, ss
4 0 1 0 3 and Clark with a double apiece
Pesco, lb
3 0 0 II 1 rapped out Florida's extra-base Tiger golf team, Coach Bob Moorman's charges will be the alongside of Bob Carter, a newcomer to the track scene who has
King, cf
4 0 0 4 0 blows.
Pesce and Horbein led team to beat this spring.
been looking especially good in
Larson, p
2 1 0 1 3 the Gator 13 hit attack with 3
In their opener with the Presbyterian Blue Stockings, this event in practice sessions so
"Communications have always been one
I worked in engineering, translating estir-Bailey
1 0 0 0 0 for 3 and 2 for 4.
far. Buck, top man in the 440
the
linksmen
soundly
drubbed
the
opposition
19^-1%.
Not
of
my
main
interests
—in
the
Navy
and
mates
of future growth into the actual
Florida
AB R H
31 2 5 27 13 Haddock, If
TOTALS
a single Bengal golfer was beaten in his match. John last spring, hopes to add strength
5
number
of circuits and switchboard
at
the
University
of
Michigan.
So
I
to the. 220 yard dash hopes of the
Horenbein, 2b
_.4
Woodward
came
out
with
top
medalist
honor,
shooting
a
77.
positions
required.
was
very
happy
when
the
Michigan
Bell
Tigers.
CLEMSON
AB R H PO A W. Clarke, 3b
4
Telephone
Company
invited
me
to
visit
Coker, 2b
4 0 1 6 5 Simpson, rf _
Below is a list of possible en"Now I'm supervising the operation
Tuesday afternoon the Country Gentlemen clubmen liter__5
Gaines, rf
4 0 0 1 0 Jaffe, c
tries in each event:
their headquarters to talk about a job.
3
of one of the boards I helped engineer.
ally
swamped
the
Carolina
Gamecocks
20-7
in
another
home
Barnett, If
4 0 0 0 0 Lagano,- ss
100 yard dash: Miller, Cory,
5
Briefly, my job is to see that my district
match. I use the term "literally swamped" seriously be- George.
"In Detroit I had a chance to look
Kingsmore, cf
3 0 0 1 0 Pesce, lb ...
W. Morris, 3b
4 0 1 0 1 M. Hurt, cf
gets
the kind of equipment it needs and
cause the Bengals gained this victory playing in a steady
at
a
number
of
departments,
including
440 yard dash: Buck, Carter,
Cocker, ss_
4 0 0 3 1 Touchberry,
that what we have is functioning propStone.
P - one I'd never heard of before, the Traffic
drizzling
rain.
Leonard
Yaun,
defending
state
collegiate
B. Morris, c
3 0 0 6 1 Dickey, p _
erly. Working with people is another
800 yard run: Carter, SingleDepartment. I found that, in addition to
golf champ, displayed his best form in taking medalist honSwetenburg, lb _ 0 2 0 8 2 Bailey, p __
ton,
Atkisson,
Nettles.
major
part of my job, too, because I
O'Dell, p
3 1 1 1 1
the engineering of switchboards, its
ors with a par 72, despite the inclement weather.
One
mile
runShane.
Humphries, p
0 0 0 1 0
serve
in
an advisory capacity to the superwork involved the supervision and the
Totals—
_37< 10 13' 4
Two mile run: Counts, Smith,
Clemson
AB R H E —THEY'LL TEACH YOU A LESSON
visors
of
the Long Distance operators.
actual handling of customer calls. It
TOTALS
29 3 3 27 11 Coker, 2b
Nettles.
6 12 0
struck me like a wonderful opportunity
"Needless to say, I'm happy with my
x-Popped out for Larson in 9th. Gaines, rf
I would just like to give a tip to the freshmen and to the
5
2
120 yard high hurdles: Ma
Clemson
000 102 000—3 3 3 Barnett, If
to combine staff engineering and field
job. A job I didn't even know existed."
5
0 upper classmen who have not participated in the intramu- son, Cannon, Morgan, Bowen,
Florida
000 000 020—2 5
Kingsmore, cf _
4
0 ral softball program.
Mitchell.
management.
•
•
•
W. Morris, 3b .
4
0
220 yard low hurdles: MaEmmett
Smith's
job
is
with
a Bell Tele,
Game Called off
"My
first
impression
was
right,
too,
Crocker, ss
.
5
0
The professors here at our institution have a faculty team son, Cannon, Morgan, Bowen,
B.
Morris,
c
5
0
because
my
work
covered
both.
First,
I
phone
Company.
There
are
similar opwhich enters the tourney every year. It seems to be a ten- Mitchell.
Clemson's scheduled exhibiSwetenb'g, lb
1 1 00
had
on-the-job
training
assignments
in
portunities
for
college
people
with Bell
Shot put: Kirby, Wilson.
tion game with Patrick Air Force aKing
_
10 0 0 dency of student teams to underrate the profs and go easy
several
different
kinds
of
offices
—local,
Telephone
Laboratories,
Western
Electric
Discus: Wilson, Philhower,
1 0 0 0 on them. It is a proven fact that our teachers need no
Base at Cocoa, Fla., was called Compton, p
Kirby.
Long
Distance,
dial
and
manual.
Then
and
Sandia
Corporation.
__0 0 0 0 help from their opponents to win a softball game. Perhaps
off yesterday afternoon, due to S. Humphries, p
High jump: Mitchell, Wilwet grounds.
Totals._
37 9 11 2 those teams which bowed to them last year will warn you. liams, Thomas.
The two teams will meet this a-Struck out for Swetenberg in
Broad jump: George, MitchIt turned out that the teachers are just as sharp or sharper
ell, Cory, Folger.
afternoon, it has been an- 9th. b-ran for Coker in 9th.
Clemson
302 120 01 —9 11 2 on the softball diamond as they aie in the class room. At
Javalin: George, Evans.
nounced.
Florida
207 000 01—10 18 5 any rate they took the intramural championship last year.
Pole vault: Folger, Metz.

Clemson Golfers
Rout Presbyterian
College W/rWi

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
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Campus Talent Will Play
Support Roles In 'Harvey'
By Pete Peck
The Little Theatre production of "Harvey", which will be
presented in the College Chapel next week, has a wonderful
combination of talent and beauty that would be hard to beat
anywhere.

Four prospective Tiger footballers are shown on a recent visit
to Tlgertown. All four of .these Rock Hill prepsters are deemed
as fine college material. Kneeling, left to right, are Bill Neely
and Jimmte Grant, and standing are Bill Few and Ronnie Gordon). (TIGER Sports Photo by Jack Trimmier.)

Furman Hetmen Nip 21 Are Initiated Into
Coach Hoke Sloan's Local Chapter
Tigers In Greenville Of Phi Kappa Phi
The Clemson College tennis
team opened their 1954 season in
Greenville last Monday, March
22, when they lost their initial
start to the Furman Hurricane
netmen by a score of 5-4.
Gene Moxley, Dick James,
Archie Baker all won their singles games against the Winds,
while Si and Seabrook teamed
up to take their double game.
Maung Khin Si, Clemson's No. 1
man last year and this year, fell
victim to Cordell (Grubby) Maddox in two sets 6-1 and 6-3.
Si,
from Rangoon,' Burma, was the
Bengals' most consistent winner
last year.
Maddox also teamed with
"Red"
Mitchell
to beat Dick
James and Chandler Kinsey, 6-2,
6-0 in the doubles.
The Tigers play the Hurricanes
in a return match at Clemson tomorrow.
Summary:
Maddox (F) d. Si, 6-0, 6-3.
Moxley (C) d. Ransbotham,
6-3, 6-3.
Baker (C) d. Mitchell, 4-6,
6-4, 6-4.
Rogers (F) d. Seabrook, 6-4,
6-3.„
Parham (F) d. Nickles, 6-2,
4-6, 6-1.
Maddox-Ransbotham (F) d.
James-Kinsey, 6-2, 6-0.
Si-Seabrook <C) d. CochranParham, 6-4, 7-5.
Bruce-Rogers (F) d. MoxleyBaker, 6-2, 6-3.

BI-ANNUAL
(Continued from page 1)
improvements, was again
presented under the direction
of
Dean Earle and Cadet T. M. Watson, with Professor Curtiss as
the faculty advisor.
It was decided that the show
be officially called EngineeringArchitecture Day, and a crowd of
about twenty-five hundred witnessed the exhibits.
In 1936, the show was again
prepared; this time running for
two days to let school children,
who had to go to classes on Friday, . arrange • to see the exhibits
on Saturday. Although it rained
all Friday afternoon, the many
new and varied exhibits under
the direction of Cadet W. L. Copeland, was a distinct success.
The Third- Engineering-Architecture Day was presented on
March 18, 19, and 20. 1938. under the direction of student chairman J. H. King and faculty advisor A. B. Credle. The show
was open to the public for three
days this time, Friday, Saturday,
and Sunday, and more than three
thousand viewed the exhibits.
Twelve thousand
spectators
made the fourth Engineering Architecture Day, directed by T.
Richardson,
student
chairman,
and Professor F. W. Zurberry,
faculty adviser, a large success
GAMBLER
Judge: "Why did you strike your
wife."
Defendant: "Well, she had nor
back to me, the broomstick was
handy, and the back door was
open. So I took the chance."

Eleven seniors and ten juniors
have been invited to join the
Clemson Chapter of the i\.,
mi
Phi Kappa Phi, honorary scholastic fraternity.
4 The seniors are: Harry Carroll,
industrial physics major of Anderson; George R Ferguson, mechanical engineering major of
Clover; Fritz R. Franke, chemical
engineering major of Spartanburg; Charles J. Hammett, animal husbandry major of Kingstree; James K. Henderson, dairy
major of Charlotte, N. C; Angus
M. Lander, chemical engineering
major of Spartanburg; Deirel C.
Martin, animal husbandry major
of Travelers Rest; Thomas Max
Mintz, vocational agricultural education major
of
Blacksburg;
Ronald M. North, vocational agricultural education major of
Stockton, Ga.; Wilbur E. Seigler,
agricultural engineering major of
Wagner; and Bryan L. Walpole,
agronomy major of Johns Island.
The juniors are: William D.
Ashcraft, electrical engineering
major of Florence; John M. Bailey, electrical engineering major
of Seneca: Andrell H. Helms,
textile engineering major of Waxhaw, N. C; Walter H. Hendrixt
education and mechanical engineering major of Savannah, Ga.;
Whitten E. Little, mechanical engineering major of Myrtle Beach;
Joe F. Mattison, textile chemistry major of Belton; Allston T.
Mitchell, textile engineering and
textile manufacturing .major of
Greenville; and Robert L. Wyatt,
electrical engineering major of
Florence.

The supporting cast is composed
of some well-known campus personalities as well as some brand
new talent. Leading the list is
Anita Gates (Ruth Kelly, R. N.),
who has appeared in such Little
Theatre hits as "Berkely Square,"
"Squaring the
Circle,"
"Our
Town," "Hay Fever," and has alsa
appeared with the Greenville Little Theatre group, the Carolina
Playmakers, and Sound and Fury
at the University of North Carolina. "Nita's" charm and natural
stage ease are a great asset to the
production.
Next comes Beverley "Dimp"
Jackson (Myrtle Mae Simmons),
who has previously appeared in
"Hay Fever" and who takes an
active part in Calhoun-Clemson
High's dramatic activities, where
she was awarded the Best Actress
Medal . last year. "Dimp's" delightful poise and ability also add
much to this sparkling comedy.
Margaret Poole (Mrs. Chumley),
another familiar personality to
Clemson Little Theatre goers,
brings to "Harvey" the experience
of having been in "The Empty
Shoe' and "Berkeley Square"
Louise Donald (Mrs. Chavenet\
although a newcomer to Clemson.
shows promise of becoming a
favorite in future production.
Gilbert Miller (Dr. Chumley),
who is best remembered for his
performance in "Born Yesterday,"
brings to "Harvey" another of his
unique performances. Marion
Sams (Dr. Sanderson), who last
appeared in "The Student Prince,"
shows a remarkable ability in this
his first recent major role; Bob
Ware (Judge Gaffney), who is
usually on the directing end,
brings dignity as well as subtle
humor to the role of the family
lawyer. Still another supporting
(or should I say supported) actor
(?) is me (Wilson).
The flats are now being constructed and are so designed as to
reflect the sound as much as possible to provide improved acous-.
tics in the Chapel. The production crew is composed of members of the Alpha Psi Omega, na-

DRAKES
Next to Center Theater
GREENVILLE, S. C.

DEMISE!

tional dramatics fraternity, and is
headed by Gilbert Miller and Bob
Ware. . We are looking forward
to this production as it is one
which has brought out many interesting staging problems. We
Deadline fr the Second National
hope to have a good crowd out Collegiate Playwriting Contest,
and promise to provide a most sponsored by Samuel French, Inc
enjoyable evening.
has been announced as May 7,
1954. The purpose of the contest
is to promote study and practice
of dramatic writing in colleges,
and any student registered in any
college or university in the United
States during any part of the
school year 1953-54 is eligible to
enter.
Long or short plays may be entered. First award for long plays
is $500.00 and publication. Also,
Samuel French will lease the play
On Wednesday, March 31, the and pay the author the standard
BSU will hold its annual election book and production royalties.
for leaders to head the Baptist Second award is $150.00 and posstudent activities for the coming sible production.
For short plays first award is
year. Jerry Dempsey, local and
$100.00, publication and additional
state president, will preside.
i
book and production royalties.
Each office will be taken up sep- Second award is $50.00 and posarately. The choice of the nomi- sible publication and third award
is $25.00 and possible publication.
nating committee, consisting oi
The plays, which may be of anv
Reaves McCall, Jerry Dempsey length, must be stage plays only.
Bill Bellamy, and Gene Seigler Previous winners, adaptations,
will be presented after which translations, musicals, and plays
nominations from the floor will which have been previously published or produced professionally
be entertained. After all nom
or which at the time of the contest
nations are in, the election f >T are under option for publication or
this office will be held,, Training professional production are ineliUnion presidents will be elected gible. Dramatizations and collaby block ballot; the eight receiv- borations, provided all rights are
ing the most votes to be declared cleared, are eligible.
Scripts must be typewritten on
elected.
Nominations from the
floor will also be encouraged fo; standard size white typing paper,
on one side only, with liberal marthese offices.
The importance of the Training gins and spacing and bound at
the left margin. They must conUnion positions should not be underemphasized.
Jim * Spangen- tain a title page showing the title,
berg, Baptist Minister of Students, author, college address, home address, and a notation if the play
states, "It is very important that
has even been produced or won an
capable Training Union presidents
award. Four additional copies of
be chosen. These men form the
the script should be prepared to
backbone of our BSU program."
submit upon request.
The newly elected students will
There is no limit to the numtrain with the present leaders un- ber of plays a student may subtil Mother's Day and will attend mit, but all scripts must be dethe State Spring Retreat at Win- livered-to the Editorial Departthrop on April 9, 10, and 11.
ment of Samuel French, 25 Wes:
45 Street, New York 36, New York,
before noon, May , 1954.
The decision of the judges,
which will be final, will be released to the national and regional
news services on June first.

WRITING CONTEST

BLS.UL TO

Sponsors for the senior and junior class officers
for the Junior-Senior Banquet are: (top row,
left to right) Miss Ann Barwick of Sumter for
Hugh Humphries, president of senior class;
Miss Anne Morrison of Charleston for Joseph
Lindsay, vice-president; Miss Janet Alexander
of Brunson for Frankie Webb, secretary; and
Miss Joye Weldon of Ninety Six for Billy Bross,

treasurer. (Second row, left to right) Miss
Jeannette Carroway of Florence for Allston
Mitchell, president of the junior class; Miss
Shirley McMillan of Latta for Jim Truluck,
vice-president; Miss Louise Townsend of Laurens for Don Harrison, secretary; and Miss Emily
Peirano of Greenville for George Bennett,
treasurer.

22, 23, and 24.
On March 23, several mechanical and electrical engineering seniors went on a field trip, furnished by the S. C. Electric and Gas
ican Institute of Electrical Engi- Company, to the Urquhart steam
neers, J. W. Mclntyre, electrical generating plant near Augusta.
engineering senior of Rockingham, N. C, won the branch comFriend: "My good man, why
petition for technical papers. His
paper on the function generator don't you take the train home?"
Drunk: "It's no use, my wife
will be presented, at the sectional
convention at N. v. State on April won't let me keep it in the house."

ASAE Initiates Mclntyre Wins
AIEE Contest
Nine Members At the last meeting of the AmerThe American Society of Agricultural Engineers invited nine
new members into the Agricultural Engineering Honor Society
this week.
The new members are G. W.
Cole of Pensacola, Florida; W. F.
Cochran of Anderson; E. R. Lupo
of Conway; D. R. McDaniel of
Lake City; G. R. Moody of Dillon;
J. H. Redfearn of Clemson; R. P.
Reeves of Ravenel; S. N. Rice of
Allendale; and T. W. Etheredge
of Swansea.

-AMERICA.? OwtiMC'
*LJ < MAC $Wll$T:
4 *

The initiation for the new members began March 16 and ended
Tuesday, March 23, with the formal initiation.
The club is planning a banquet
in honor of the University of
Georgia Chapter to be held at the
Clemson House April 29. The
Clemson club was entertained by
the Georgia chapter last year in an
exchange agreement.

DECCA RECORDS

(Continued from page 1)
or. He conducts without the aid
of score or baton feeling that he
can thus best interpret and convey the work to his orchestra.
The work of Beethoven not only
introduced the Philharmonic Orchestra but played an important
part in its early years. It was
during its fourth season that the
Philharmonic introduced in America Beethoven's ninth Symphony,
the great choral symphony which
has only recently been recorded
and released by Toscanini.
The Philharmonic - Symphony
Society was conceived in a public
house in New York; one spring
night after a concert, and has
grown from this small beginning
to its present dimensions providing for the American people
"those exalting experiences which
music at its greatest will always
bring to those who love it."

Senior Platoon Rookies corner their man . . . "Bones" Willingham
didn't last long after the Senior Platoon initiates spotted him in
a truck in front of the P. O. The "Rookies'" underwent a week of*
initiation last week at the hands of the senior members and
Monday it was their day to get "the old members. (TIGER
Photo by Jack Trimmier.)
Dangerous Waters
Husband answering telephone:
"I don't know. Call the weather
bureau."
Pretty young wife: "Who was
that?"
Husband: "Some sailor, I guess.
Wanted to know if the coast was
clear."

J. E. SIRRINE COMPANY
—E n g i n e e r s—
GREENVILLE

SOUTH CAROLINA

CLEMSON
THEATRE
CLEMSON, S. C.

******
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
March 26 and 27

"War Arrow"
Maureen O'Hara and
Jeff Chandler
In Technicolor

******
MONDAY AND TUESDAY
March 29 and 30

.

"Beachhead"
Tony Curtis and Frank
Love joy

Drake's will set the pace in

Featuring "McGregor" among
our many famous name brands
of merchandise.

Sponsors For Jr.-Sr. Class Officers

NEW YORK

Farmer: "How can you be so
dumb so many hours of the day?"
Hired Man: "It's easy, I get up
early."
/

—STYLE
—QUALITY
—REASONABLE PRICES

Page*

MAULDIN CHEVROLET CO.
PENDLETON, S. C.
Complete Sales & Service
MORE PEOPLE BUY CHEVROLETS THAN ANY OTHER CAR

******
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY
Mar. 31 & Apr. 1

Sword and the Rose
Richard Todd and
Glynis Johns
In Technicolor

wherever you go.
Your Air Force wings are your
personal passport to universal respect and admiration. They're a
sign—recognized everywhere—
that mark you as one of America's
finest.
To wear them, you must win
them ... as an Aviation Cadet.
They come with the gold bars of

an Air Force Lieutenant and
earnings of over $5,000 a year!
They come complete with the
admiration of a grateful Nation.
If you're single, between 19 and
26 YA, prepare to win this passport
to success. Join the Aviation
Cadets! For further information,
fill out this coupon today.

UNITED STATES AIR FORCE

CNt

AVIATION CADET, AFPTR-P-4
Headquarters, U.S.A.F. >
Washington 25, D.C.

Please send me information on
my opportunities as an Air
Force Pilot.
Nam*.
Addresi
City.

..Stats..
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Cadets Finally Begin Initial Move To New Barracks
■
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Long Awaited Dream Of Modern
Student Housing Is Now Reality
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Experiments Upon Treatment
Of Seeds Helps Fight Fungus

By Mac Hines
The long awaited day finally arrived. The "Troops" from
the Second Barracks made the initial move into the new
dorms. The moving started after dinner Tuesday and by
supper time, most of the moving was completed.
Most of the faces produced
Knocking on another door
smiles, but some of the older boys
showed signs of remorse as they brought me into another room full
left the old "second" for perhaps of "Rodents". Two electrical engineering freshmen were sitting
the last time.
at the table trying to sweat out
Walking down the halls in the their Analytics assignments. I
massive structure, one sees a spoke to Jimmy Jones and Claude
seemingly endless row of rooms Bare. They both liked their rooms,
on either side of the hall. Stepping however, Claude came up with a
Into a few of the rooms to see how timely statement when he said,
the new occupants Of the building "I wish they had the new furnifelt about the new living condi- ture installed". Jimmy volunteertions, this is what I heard.
ed, "I like the huge windows. They
The first stop was in the room give you a feeling of freedom,
of two seniors, Fred West and and with the blinds you still havi
Larry Burner. When asked what a feeling of privacy." Hastily,
■he thought of the new "Dorms", Claude replied, "These clothes
Fred replied with a smile, "These lockers with the sliding doors will
rooms are great! They have so keep your clothes from getting
much room to move about in. dusty".
Why, these rooms are even better
While we were talking, , Bill
than the ones at Georgia Tech."
Shealy, another EE, came in. He
J. R. Underwood of Walhalla, gets a few pointBarracks who made the move into the ultraLarry replied in a hurry, "These replied when asked what he
ers on the proper way to arrange a clothes
modern barracks last Monday afternoon. (TIrooms are as nice as those of any thought of the new rooms, "I think
locker from Colonel R. J. Werner, Commandant.
GER Photo by Jack Trimmier.)
school. I've been waiting for that its quite an improvement over
Underwood was among the cadets of Second
these for four years." Both of the the second barracks; in fact, its
boys seemed to like the lavatory more like heaven down her e . .
in the rooms better than anything The rooms are tops, especially the
else, but both replied, "these new floors and windows". He quickly
added, "Thank goodness I'm not a
wall lockers are really classy".
Moving on down the hall, I rat, never would get all those winoverheard two upperclassmen dows clean.
I had almost covered the fintalking about the "Rit Service".
The new Clemson ceramic facilDr. Charles L Horn, president
ished portion when I decided to of the Olin Foundation, has preOne said to the other, "We have
ities
provided by the Olin Founenter one more room to see if sented a gift of rare Ceramics volSenior Military Science students
to keep up with the times. We
dation are attracting widespread
there
was
anything
I
had
forgotshould change rat service to
umes to the Olin Hall Library.
watched a demonstration of Army interest. Requests have been reten. I hadn't. I thought we
room service in this Grand HoThe gift included early issues vehicle inspection conducted by ceived, for information on the
would get a few words about the (1917-1934) of the British Ceramic
tel."
the Ordinance branch this after- Clemson ceramic work from many
new study conditions in the new
Across the hall, I ran into Gene rooms. Since there will be only Society Transactions, and these noon during the branch drill parts of the country.
Sullivan. Gene, who is a junior, two to a room, study conditions books will be of great value to the period.
New York State alone, has sent
liked the medicine cabinet. "They will be improved. I saw Charles Ceramic engineering students. The
The demonstration was organi- requests from over sixty high
are sreat . . . saves more time than Sineath and Paul Murdaugh. volumes will be placed in a spe- zed by Lt. Col. Hicks, head of the schools for a pamphlet, "A Career
you could imagine. Puts all of Both boys were in favor of two cial section of the library and will Ordinance branch, and included in Ceramic Engineering," prepared
your toilet articles right at your in a room. Charles answered, be labeled "The Charles L. Horn exhibits of trucks and tanks.
by the Ceramic Engineering Definger tips. No more long trips when asked how the noise in the Collection".
The seniors saw a demonstration partment. '
Dr.
Horn
is
a
honorary
member
down the halls to shave, lugging halls compared to that in Second
The inquiries were inspired by
all the necessary equipment with Barracks. "It's a lot quieter . . . of the class of 1953 and takes of the proper technique for a dailyinspection of an Army vehicle in- a tour through Clemson's Olin Hall
you." This was a typical com- I think we all will get more active interest in Clemson affairs.
The Olin Foundation presented cluding inspection of the engine made by Vocational Guidance
ment by most of the boys, but I studying done". Paul said "The
the
Ceramic Engineering Build- compartment, the driver's com- Counselors during their fall conthought I would see what a few rooms are wonderful . . . Words
ing which was completed this year, partment, the suspension system vention.
"rats" had to say about their new can hardly describe it."
and the tools and accessories of
to Clemson College.
rooms.
I left the room and went out
trucks and tanks.
I wandered on down the hall in- into the hall, trying to find a way
to the room of John Jones and out of the dorm. I finally located
active working with the P. T. A.,
Mac McKinney. They were so the steps and left the building.
Junior
League, Red Cross, Welfare
busy getting things put in their
It was a wonderful experience
Council and other worthwhile orproper places that they could talking to those happy boys All
ganizations. She has served as
hardly utter a sigh of a new found of you who haven't been down to
president
of the League of Women
contentment. Mac came up with, inspect the new rooms have a treat
Mrs. Albert Simons, president Voters of South Carolina since
"I think its a real nice thing". in store for you.
of the League of Women Voters 1951. Mrs. Simons will speak on
John answered by saying in a
As soon as the rest of the build- of South Carolina, will be the the work of the League of Women
hurry, "Words can't express how ing is completed, more of us will
much I like it." They also found move over. But till then all we speaker at the meeting of the Voters and the^ responsibilities of
the wash basin and the new wall can do is sit tight and envy the Clemson College Woman's Club at women as citizens.
Mrs. Dan Thomson, Jr. is chairlockers among the best features lucky ones who are now the 3:30 p. m. on Thursday, April 1,
man for the April meeting with
at the Clemson House.
of the rooms. When asked how "Strangers in Paradise'1.
Mrs. Simons is a native of Mrs. David Dunavan as co-chairthey would like the task of cleanCharleston where she has been man.
ing up for two or three rooms they
replied, "It's worth it, these rooms FOUR BANQUETS
(Continue" from page 1)
aren't going to be too hard to clean
their dates, dinner dresses.
up".
The TAPS Banquet will be i)>
I thought I would see how a
first sergeant liked the new set- the Clemson House at 6:00 p. m.
up. We found J. R. Under- Friday, April 2. The banquet will
wood in his room and cornered be held in honor of the Junior and
Anderson, S. C.
him to ask him questions about Senior staff members of the TAPS,
their
dates,
TAPS
beauties
and
inthe new dorms. When asked
how he liked the new rooms, he vited guests.
Tickets for the dance are $3.75
replied, "They are great . . . best
Registered Jewelers - American Gem Society
thing that's happened since Co- each for the Friday and Saturday
lumbus discovered America. night dances and block tickets may
LEADING
JEWELERS AND DIAMOND MERCHANTS
These big windows are nice, too, be bought in the Student Government
Room
after
the
dinner
and
SINCE 1856.
makes one feel he's out in the
South Carolina
Greenville
onen. I really go for these ba- supper meals for $7.00.
sins, too," he replied.
When asked if there was NEW MEMBERS
(Continued from page 1)
enough space for the necessary
company formations he quickly sored by the Clemson chapter of
answered, "No, but Fm sure we Scabbard and Blade whose memwill work something out about bers served as judges in the
that. Since we are so far from eliminations. The Freshman Plathe Mess Hall, I will have to toon will perform in the Mother's
Located in Lower Lobby of Clemson House
call the boys out about five Day ceremonies on May 10, and
also
attend
the
Scabbard
and
minutes earlier. I know this is
going to kill the ones who use Blade banquet the night of the
this extra time to wake up in Military Ball. From among the
the mornings." J. P. is the first dates of the members of the
sergeant of Company B-2, which Freshman Platoon will be selectwas one of the first to start the ed the Honorary Cadet Private
from 1954.
OPEN ON THURSDAYS
moving.
Bumping into two rats, wanSTOP AT
Hours: 7 a. m. Til Midnight
dering down the hall towards the
ultra-modern showers located in
the middle of each level, 'we deFor
cided to find out how they liked
it. We spoke to Dave Bowman Sandwiches and Shakes
and his "old lady" Tommy PhilOpen Til Midnight Nightly
lips. Tommy answered first with
a hearty smile, "These rooms are
wonderful . . . worth waiting for
snyday. I like the wall lockers
the best". Dave came through
with a smile when he answered,
"I never expected anything this
fine ... I think the mirrors and
medicine cabinets are the most
convenient things i" the rooms."
When asked how he would mind
the longer walks, he hastily replied. "Man. it will be worth it
any day. I'll trade you a longer
waJk for more peace and contentment." These boys were in a
hurry to take their showers so I
wandered on down the hall

Dr. Horn Gives
Ordinance Conducts Ceramic School
Rare Volumes To
Attracts Nation
Vehicle
Inspection
Wide Interest
Olin Hall Library
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Dr. Arndts Search For Better Seed
Protectants Improves Cotton Crops
By Lawrence Starkey
Seed, seed, and more seed!
That is precisely what one would observe when entering
the offices of Dr. C. H. Arndt,, Clemson College Plant Pathologist. Some 300 packages of treated cotton seed, lying one
on top of another, are awaiting to be sent from Clemson's botanical laboratories to the plant pathologists of eleven other
states where they will be used in experimental field plantings.
These seed have been treated b3'
Dr. Arndt, who is at present the
chairman of the Cotton Disease
Committee of the Cotton Disease
Council. This council is composed
of the pathologists of the various
states in the Cotton Belt. Effective seed treatment is of paramount interest in the nation today
and has been stimulated by mechanized cotton production.
Dr. Arndt has also prepared detailed summaries of the data
which was obtained from the experiments. He comments that the
most extensive of these summaries
is a 134-page U. S. D. A. Technical Bulletin on Cotton Seed
Treatment.
In recognition of Dr. Arndt's
leadership in seed treatment, the
American Phytopathological Society has made him a member of
the six-member advisory committee to the International Crop Improvement Association. Dr. Arndt
is also a past chairman of the national committee for the coordination of seed treatment studies.
The packages of seed mentioned
above have been treated with
twelve different fungicides. The
treatment is very significant, for
some of the twelve may prove to
be superior to those used previously-

These fungicides are used primarily to rid fuzzy and reginned
cotton seed of a fungus called anthracnose. This fungus causes
the most destructive disease of cotton seedlings when untreated or
improperly treated seed is planted. Thus, these fungicides act
mainly as seed disinfectants.
"One of the main objectives of
these studies," according to Dr.
Arndt, "is to find better seed and
seedling protectants." Some of the
fungicides that have been used
to treat reginned and delinted
seed have proved to be most promising.
These numerous experiments
have been rewarded, for the seed
losses which occur at present as
a result of infection by the anthracnose fungus is surprisinglylow and shows an alm#st spectacular improvement. It is expected
that the present plantings of the
seed prepared by Dr. Arndt will
lead to similar achievements
which will enable the farmers lo

obtain an efficient mechanization
of cotton production.
The committee headed by Dr.
Arndt, however, is not confining
its studies to seed treatment. A:
a recent meeting in Dallas, Texas,
plans were made toward an effort
to eliminate cotton seedlings pathogens (disease producers) from
the soil in which the young plant
starts its growth. Comparable
plantings will be made in states
extending from North Carolina to
California. In 1953, similar soil
treatments tripled the number of
surviving seedlings in a planting
in the Mississippi Delta.
The department has received
liberal financial support from
various sources to assist in tha
evaluation of fungicides that muy
produce seedling losses. We can
surely appreciate the fact that the
Botanical Department of Clemson
College is taking the lead in these
seed treatment studies.

MOVING & STORAGE

J. H. ROYAL
Phone 6703
CLEMSON, S. C.

GET YOUR DRESS ACCESSORIES FOR THE BIG
WEEK-END APRIL 2 & 3 AT
WHITE DUCKS, SASHES, BLACK TIES, DINNER JACKETS, AND
DINNER JACKET OR TUXEDO RENTALS

HOKE SLOAN'S
<;■<•

Mrs. Simons Will
Address Clemson
Woman's Club

WHAT THE DOCTOR ORDERED

THE ELITE

I smoked filter tip cigarettes for years before I tried
tsMV. They have a far better flavor than any other
brand of filters I have ever smoked. Read the facts below
and try L&M's yourself. You'll like them too.

TIGER TAVERN
NOW OPEN ALL DAY

PATS PLACE

WILL BE OPEN LATE FOR ALL DANCES

VISIT THE

CLEMSON BOOK STORE

FOR ALL YOUR SCHOOL SUPPLIES
***

and
Many Other Nationally

Advertised Quality

ALL YOUR DRUG NEEDS MAY BE
EASILY FOUND AT

Lines

McLEES BROS.
JEWELERS
Anderson, S. C. - Seneca, S. C.
Phone 106
Phone 7M

L*M FILTERS ARE JUST

Clemson Men Always Welcome at

HALES

Towle, Reed and
Barton Sterling

THIS IS IT!

L C. MARTIN DRUG COMPANY
CLEMSON, S. C.

America's Highest Quality and
Best Filter Tip Cigarette*...
1. Effective Filtration, from the Miracle
Product—Alpha Cellulose. Exclusive to
L&M Filters, and entirely pure and
harmless to health.
2. Selective Filtration—the L&M
non-mineral filter selects and
removes the heavy particles, leaving you a light and mild smoke.
3. Much less Nicotine—the L&M
Filter* removes one-third of the smoke,
leaves you all the satisfaction.
4. Much More Flavor and Aroma. At last
a filter tip. cigarette with plenty of good
taste. Reason—L&M Filters' premium
quality tobaccos,- a blend which includes
special aromatic types.
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